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The sixth and final workshop, ‘Early Modern Fashion in the Museum,’ of the HERA project, 
Fashioning the Early Modern, was hosted by Joanna Hashagen and the Bowes Museum in 
Barnard Castle, United Kingdom on the 25th and 26th of April, 2013.  The workshop brought 
together twenty-six attendees from seven countries (the United Kingdom, Switzerland, Spain, the 
Netherlands, Sweden, Canada, and Denmark) and from varying disciplines within museums and 
conservation, academia, the art and design professions, and graduate and doctoral students.  The 
day-long workshop was preceded by an introductory drinks reception and dinner the night before 
at Blagraves House Restaurant.  Within the restaurant’s charming fifteenth-century setting, 
attendees were able to meet old and new colleagues over a lovely meal celebrating the 
conclusion of the three-year project.  
 
The workshop focused on the complexity of issues surrounding early modern clothing within a 
museum setting.  Following brief opening remarks from the director of the Bowes Museum, 
Adrian Jenkins, the workshop commenced with a two-pronged introduction by the Project 
Director Evelyn Welch and the Principal Investigator at the V&A Lesley Miller.  Evelyn 
outlined the underling framework of the project, focusing on the benefits of the United 
Kingdom’s northern collaboration.  The British-Scandinavian partnership is a new way of 
decentralising research away from the Paris/London axis and has subsequently proven beneficial 
in answering three main questions.  Why are things successful in fashion? How is fashion 
communicated? And how can we inform, create and practise fashion today?  Through talks and 
conversations in preceding workshops and symposia and the physical interaction with objects, 
Evelyn concluded that the project has highlighted how novelty is constructed through the 
dissemination of news, and how the economic impact of fashion shifts over time. Lesley 
concluded the introduction by discussing the benefits of the workshop’s setting, the Bowes 
Museum, highlighting its unique collection and how it differs from other museums with fashion 
and textile collections in the United Kingdom.  She introduced the programme for the day and 
the major themes that the workshop would address: museum practice and the constraints within 
which curators work, what stories exhibitions tell, and how the geographic location of museums 
affects those stories. 
 
Johanna Hashagen, Keeper of Fashion and Textiles at the Bowes Museum, gave a joint 
presentation with the designer of the Bowes highly successful fashion gallery, Claire Gresswell 
of Blue Design, introducing us to her collection and to the design process behind the three-year 
old gallery.  Returning to the design brief written in 2006, Johanna discussed her aims for the 
gallery, that it be both exciting and accessible. Taking inspiration from the windows of Bond 
Street and the cases at the V&A, she wanted to push the boundaries of fashion display, 
presenting the clothes and textiles in context, as jewels and luxury items in their own right. In the 
display of the Bowes’ two collections (fashion and textiles), her underlying concern was to be 
honest, voicing ‘here’s what we’ve got’ The result was to combine textiles and fashion in the 
same display. Shifting the discussion to the design of the gallery, Claire shared how designers 
could be a curator’s ‘best ally’, largely because of their fresh set of eyes and lack of expert 
knowledge of the collection.  Claire addressed the multi-functional design for the gallery, that it 



 

could accommodate storage, temporary exhibitions, and access to the public and groups, while 
being eye-catching and innovative, and also easily changed.  The flexibility of the simple case 
layout allows Johanna to substitute easily pieces in and out of the display.  With these points in 
mind, we ventured downstairs to view the gallery and learned about the glass cube, used for 
conservation and storage, and the custom-built fibreglass mannequins that allow the viewer to 
see the inside of garments without the heads or necks of traditional mannequins.  The gallery 
visit was a truly eye-opening experience and exemplar of innovative fashion and textile display.  
 
Our mid-morning session was opened by Kirsten Toftegaard, Curator and Keeper of Textiles and 
Dress at the Danish Museum of Art and Design. Kirsten outlined the designs, aims and 
parameters of the Design Museum’s first permanent dress and textile gallery that will open in 
2014.  Displaying 350 pieces of both dress and textiles, the gallery, titled ‘Fashion and Fabric,’ is 
made up of five rooms, measuring 250 square meters.  Due to the Design Museum’s collecting 
agenda, the collection emphasises Danish design, rather than a broad survey of fashion and 
textile history. The display will interweave three themes (design and decoration, body and 
identity, and craft and industry) using colour-coded text.  Utilising a minimum of text, the 
exhibition will use an online platform to give textual information about the objects without 
disrupting the aesthetic quality of the exhibition.  Kirsten hopes to obtain a balance that, in line 
with the objectives of the Design Museum, allows the pieces to almost speak for themselves.  
Her aim for the design of the gallery space is to allow the visitor to move freely around the 
pieces, thus gaining a perception of movement.  Her ultimate objective is to communicate the 
Danish tradition of dress and textiles through the combination of fashion and textiles. 
 
In contrast to Kirsten’s gallery, which has a prescribed space and collection to be displayed, 
Patrik Steorn, from the Centre for Fashion Studies at Stockholm University, presented an 
innovative potential project not limited within the walls of the museum, or even by a permanent 
collection. The Nordic Museum and Royal Armoury are the current venues for exhibiting dress 
in Stockholm, which centre on Swedish ethnographic clothing and collections relating to the 
royal family respectively. Patrik pitched the idea of creating a cultural and aesthetic museum of 
fashion, which would act as a cultural infrastructure to discuss fashion.  With no collection and 
no space, this project is starting from ideas.  Patrik outlined four main points for the project.  
First, that a museum without a permanent collection (which made half of the workshop attendees 
gasp) could utilise currently underused regional collections that already exist to communicate 
various ideas, perspectives, research and themes. Second, the aim would be to produce a centre 
where innovative exhibitions are created, which could simultaneously be a space where the 
concept of a fashion exhibition could be reflected on and experimented with.  Third, Patrik 
outlined that knowledge about fashion would be the focus.  Through a flexible, open and 
conceptual framework, this would be an opportunity to delve into the aesthetics and social 
contexts, which extend past the current ethnographic and royal collections.  Fourth, this project is 
meant to show how fashion culture can feed into fashion industry, framing the museum as a 
platform to profile the current fashion industry in Sweden and abroad.  Not focusing on 
practicalities, Patrik suggested that this preliminary project could commence by starting with an 
exhibition to act like a poll, trying to find a balance between the needs and desires of the 
audience and the museum. 
 



 

Following lunch and a performance of the Bowes Museum’s famous Silver Swan automaton, the 
afternoon session opened with a presentation by Claire Wilcox and Jenny Lister, curators of 
fashion and textiles at the Victoria and Albert Museum.  Claire and Jenny discussed the recent 
completion of the refurbishment of the fashion galleries at the V&A and their plans for the 
future.  Beginning with the design brief, they shared both the practical and conceptual factors of 
the refurbishment: get everything out, display chronologically, show how fashion systems 
originated, feature key objects, include textiles, and reflect on consumption, choice, taste, and 
garment survival.  Taking cues from the British Galleries, which display objects within an 
immersive and mixed-media environment, they discussed how they planned to recreate the 
atmosphere of each period, achieved visually through colour – four colours, one for each of the 
four centuries represented.  While still working within the original cases, they wanted each case 
to have a concept and new look.  Considering sight lines, they created design boards to play with 
mirrors, images, screens, chairs and dolls as props that would unite the gallery.  Reflecting on the 
history of the gallery and the museum, including past exhibitions and displays, Claire and Jenny 
emphasised the need for this refurbishment, which could now facilitate their aims with the 
practical necessities, such as using stockman figures, a need for a rotation schedule, and the 
inclusion of 2D artefacts.  The lessons that this process of refurbishment highlighted were that 
putting fashion out attracts people, it can be an opportunity to be brave and risk taking, it is also 
about the passion and drive of the team designing it. Ask for advice, and, ultimately, the answer 
lies in the object.   
 
With the object in mind, Clare Browne, Curator of Furniture, Textiles and Fashion at the V&A, 
gave the final presentation, a survey of the early modern objects within the V&A’s collection.  
While showing a visually bewitching slideshow of the some the V&A’s most prized textile and 
fashion treasures, Clare discussed the shift in how fashion and textiles are currently being 
considered in a global context.  Through her examples she showed the range of the collection, 
both in level of skill and craftsmanship, as well as quality.  She used the garments to demonstrate 
the changing consciousness of generations and the life experiences imbued in clothing – 
discussing the function, importance and significance that clothing bears for both its original 
wearer and its contemporary viewer/scholar.  The V&A’s collection is shaped by its acquisition 
history. The museum began to collect accessories at the end of the nineteenth century.  The 
Isham collection and Harrods collection were two major acquisitions that reflected the museum’s 
desire to take clothing seriously and acted as a starting point for the growth of the museum’s now 
extensive collection.  Reflecting on the early modern pieces, Clare highlighted artefacts from the 
sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, considering their conservation and display, and 
the need for rotation to be a current and future consideration in the life of the galleries.  Clare 
concluded with three practical limitations/realities that face current collections.  The new 
galleries will have less space, which in turn means fewer objects will be able to be on display.  
There is no funding to pay conservators to mount replacements when garments need to be 
switched out of display cases.  She offered the digital exhibition as a new platform for display 
considering these physical limitations. 
 
The day concluded with a panel of remarks and observations from Fiona Anderson, Curator of 
Dress and Textiles at the National Museum of Scotland, Beverly Lemire, professor and chair at 
the University of Alberta, and Mikkel Venborg Pedersen, curator and researcher at the National 
Museum of Denmark. Mikkel opened the discussion by offering an answer to the question, ‘how 



 

might the nature of an institution dictate the story that is told?’  As all the presentations stemmed 
from arts or arts and craft museums, he suggested attacking the idea from a general perspective – 
to copy from history museums and tell a chronological, art historical story.  He reflected that 
today collections tell the story of the elite due to what survives and is collected.  He asked, ‘does 
it have to be fashion? Can fashion be spoken as if it were there? Can fashion be the point of view 
that a collection/gallery/narrative takes?’  Fiona noted the importance of institutional histories 
and how those histories have shaped distinct collections.  She suggested that those objects should 
be considered as active, dynamic things rather than the static result of acquisition policy.  It is 
our job to question them, and continually change and adapt our response to those objects. She 
asked if the Fashioning the Early Modern project has influenced the policies of collecting for any 
of the institutions involved. Beverly offered three points of consideration.  First, she was the 
impressed with the imaginative and inspired curatorial activities that she witnessed from the 
day’s workshop, noting the playfulness that brought objects alive.  Second, she observed that 
locations matter, both in shaping the perspectives of the subjects, but also in consideration of a 
multi-polar, global perspective that reflects how our historical and scholarly perspective is 
changing and expanding.  Third, she noted the power of the institution to make connections with 
communities and facilitate multi-disciplinary dialogues.  In the ensuing open discussion, 
attendees voiced concerns about external pressure to collect/display high fashion, treating 
fashion as art, and whether fashion will remain fashionable from a museum perspective.  In 
contrast, from a conservation standpoint, the acceptance of decay as part of the lifecycle of dress 
and textiles was raised and the fact that many visitors were interested in decay and conservation 
issues. This observation tied in nicely with the contemporary display ‘Material Remains’, curated 
by artist Diana Winkfield in the temporary space in the Bowes Fashion Gallery.  The discussion 
closed with the positive observations that the display of dress and textiles together, within a 
wider net of material culture, and within the practical necessities of storage and conservation 
spaces, allowed for a more transparent and multi-faceted presentation of dress and textiles that 
could tell a multitude of narratives and provide different historical perspectives. 
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